
 
 

 

Film 
 

LCB Depot’s exhibition & events programme highlights work from a different creative practice every 
month. In March 2021 the focus is on film, photography, and video.  

Artists and filmmakers from across the country including those based in Loughborough and at De 
Montfort Universities will showcase their latest work in our gallery and online. 

To find out more visit http://www.lcbdepot.co.uk/event/film 

#film @lcbdepot 

 

 

IF I COULD... 

Subhash Viman Gorania - Artistic Director of Morph Productions 

Images and video 

This range of work embraces animation and illustrations of Marvel and Indian mythological characters. 
The work features superheroes and iconic beings who intervene in the constant human struggle 
between good and evil. These have inspired me through tough times growing up in Leicester though 
my childhood and adolescence. 

As a dancer and choreographer during lockdown, these dance animation videos were created to 
explore the crossover between two worlds with a spice of humour. 

Artist Bio 

Subhash came to dance aged 23 years after a serious racist attack and through dance he learnt a new 
vocabulary to express himself and communicate his ideas through his body, imagination and creative 
skills. Inspired by growing up in the diasporic and hybrid city of Leicester, Subhash is inspired by stories 
of super heroes and migration which allow us to transcend into a world of flight, freedom and 
escapism. His work contains personal stories of transformation and includes mythic realms with 
interventions of Gods and Goddesses to help humans overcome their obstacles. 

http://www.lcbdepot.co.uk/event/film


 
 

 

As a performer Subhash danced in the award-winning production The Troth - Usne Kaha Tha, produced 
by Akademi and choreographed by Gary Clarke, which toured nationally and internationally, winning 
the Herald Angel Award from the Edinburgh Fringe 2018. He also recently performed in the opera 
Sukanya directed by Sub Das at the South Bank 2020. He will be performing as Romeo in the new 
production of Romeo & Juliet by Rosie Kay Dance Company at the Birmingham Hippodrome in 2021. 

Other performance credits include: Kattam Katti by the Pagrav Dance Company; The Nautch Girl 
choreographed by Sonia Sabri; Murmur by Aakash Odedra Dance Company; God’s Little Soldier 
produced by Theatre Freiburg, Germany and Get on the Good Foot produced by Apollo Theatre, New 
York. 
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